EXISTING CONDITIONS  E Tremont Ave looking South

Now cars need to stop twice. Under the proposed, cars only stop once, bringing the stop bar forward more space for cars on Westchester Ave.
PROPOSED PLAZA SITE
PROPOSED PLAZA

Existing Ped. Island to be Removed
PLAZA TOOL KIT Fowler Square in Fort Greene, Brooklyn
VEHICLES VS. PEDESTRIANS VOLUMES

869
MIDDAY Peak

154/254
AM/PM Peak
PROPOSED PARKING REGULATIONS

- No loss of legal parking
- Expand Metered parking next to the plaza
- Reduce Fire Zone (to 30’) and replace with Dept. of Education Parking
LETTER OF SUPPORT

- Owen Dolen Rec. Center, NYC Parks
- Congressman Crowley (N-14)
- Westchester Sq. Merchants
- Bx Council on the Arts
- Residents
  (more than 40 letters)
THANK YOU!

Questions?
https://nycdotprojects.info/westchester-sq-plaza